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each p event detected. The P-y coincidence GRB rejection
scheme is especially useful for positron annihilation GRB
removal.
Since two y rays are emitted roughly 180" apart this
We have developed a miniature (1.2 cm2) beta-ray camera
ensures
a
high geometric efficiency for detection of at least
prototype to assist a surgeon in locating and removing the
margins of a resected tumor. When imaging positron emitting one. However, this GRB rejection technique could, in
rinciple, be useful for any P-emitting pharmaceutical (such as
radiopharmaceuticals, annihilation gamma ray interactions in
the detector can mimic those of the betas. The extent of the p311)that has accompanying GRB present (with a lower
background contamination depends on the detector, geometry sensitivity compared to 18F results: only one y ray is emitted).
and tumor specificity of the radiopharmaceutical. We have
11. METHODS
characterized the effects that annihilation gamma rays have on
positron imaging with the camera. We studied beta and
The intricate details of the imaging device used are
gamma ray detection rates and imaging using small positron or
electron sources directly exposed to the detector to simulate hot described elsewhere [5]. Fiber optics read out the scintillation
tumor remnants and a cylinder filled with lSF to simulate light from a 1.25 cm diameter CaF2(Eu) disk and guide it to a
annihilation background from the brain. For various ratios of multi-channel photo-multiplier tube (MCPMT). The fiber
phantom brainhmor activity, a annihilation gamma rate of optic readout cabling provides flexibility for the surgeon and
1.8 cts/sec/yCi was measured in the CaF2(Eu) detector. We isolates exposed tissue from the bulky MCPMT, electronics,
present two gamma-ray background rejection schemes that use and high voltage distributions. The MCPMT tube is read out
a p-y coincidence. Results show that the coincidence methods into 4 signals (x+, x-, y+, y-) using resistive charge division
works with -99% gamma ray rejection efficiency.
and the detected events are positioned with the standard logic.
The intrinsic resolution of the device is 0.5 mm FWHM. A
near-by cylindrical Lucite phantom (16 cm dia., 4 cm high)
I. INTRODUCTION
filled with 18F simulates the head y ray activity distribution.
keV, q12=3.8 yr) or 18F (p',
We have developed [l-81 miniature (11.2 cm2), gamma A small 204Tl (p-, E,,,=765
keV, 2112=110min) source, taped on the bottom of
(y) and beta (p) ray imaging scintillation camera prototypes E,,=635
for the purpose of assisting a surgeon in locating and the cylinder, simulates the tumor site/surgical cavity activity.
For background considerations, we want the detector to
removing the margins of a resected tumor. The p imaging
device directly detects positrons or electrons emitted from be as thin as possible, yet thick enough to stop a majority of
radiolabeled tissue exposed during surgery. The short range of the p's (for higher light output and sensitivity). A CaFz(Eu)
the p's in tissue and detector and close proximity imaging of thickness of -0.5-0.7 mm is optimal (Zeff= 16.9, p = 3.17
the activity (lesion) ensure high sensitivity and resolution and g/cm3) for low y- and high P-ray detection efficiencies [4].
no need for a collimator. Imaging capabilities in situ help to For all measurements, the p and y ray components of the total
distinguish signal from background and allow a relatively large activity are determined by using the "p shield" method. The
area to be assayed in a relatively short time. Most of the pure contribution solely due to y rays was measured by placing a
f3 emitting radiopharmaceuticals readily available and used in lastic p shield between the p source and the scintillator. The
activity is obtained by subtracting the decay corrected y
the nuclear medicine clinic for tumor imaging are positron
emitters (usually 8F-labeled) for Positron Emission component from the total y+p signal, The plastic p shield
Tomography (PET). Using positron emitters, the detector will used was 5 mm thick. For CaFz(Eu) thickness < 1.6 mm,
measure activity from annihilation y rays (background) as well 18F flood irradiation studies showed both the y and ylP
as from positrons (signal). The ability to extract the true j3 activity to roughly increase roughly linearly with thickness.
Two experiments were performed to ascertain the effects
activity image from the total p and background y signal
depends on the ratio of tumor to background y ray activity of GRB on p ra detection and imaging. In the first
source (fixed activity for the duration
rates observed.
This, in turn, depends on the measurement, the Lyo4Tl
radiopharmaceutical tumor uptake specificity. A candidate of the experiment) was used to simulate the residual tumor
radiopharmaceutical for use in conjunction with this surgical activity. The source was collimated in a 2 mm spot on the
probe is 8F-Fluorodeoxyuridine (FdUr). PET studies with center of a 0.8 mm thick CaF2(Eu) disk with a collimated
this tracer have shown brain tumor to normal tissue uptake activity of approximate9 60 nCi. An initial activity of
approximately 1 mCi of F was placed in the cylindrical head
ratios as high as 12:1.
A few techniques have been proposed for gamma ray phantom with volume of roughly 800 cm3. The total activity
background (GRB) rejection for non-imaging intraoperative j3 was measured as the 18F decayed away with time. This
probes detecting positrons [9,10]. In this work we propose experiment is useful since it demonstrates the effects of GRB
two new "on-line" background rejection schemes for an for various ratios of detected yip rates.
The second experiment utilized the U-C-L-A #1 copper P
imaging device, both of which use beta-gamma (P-y)
transmission phantom [5] (see top of Fig. 4) to characterize
coincidence detection. GRB rejection is achieved by requirin
the effects of GRB on imaging. The p phantom lettering is
a detected coincidence between CaF2(Eu), the primary
detector, and an adjacent secondary detector that detects the composed of 0.5 mm holes drilled in 0.4 mm thick copper,
associated y ray. We will demonstrate the method using 18F, spaced 0.6 mm apart. The copper mask was placed directly on
a positron emitter used as a label for tumor detection in PET. top of the detector The cylindrical phantom, filled with 18F
With positrons there are two associated y rays associated with was placed 3 cm from the top of the imaging probe and mask.
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Figure 1 depicts two "on-line" annihilation GRB
rejection techniques we have investigated, both of which
utilize the P+-y coincidence technique. Requiring a hit from a
positron in the CaF,(Eu) in coincidence with a hit from
associated annihilation y ray in a nearby detector, will allow
us to separate true positron events from background. The
"gamma annulus" approach utilizes a secondary scintillator
(shielded from direct p interactions, and efficient for y rays)
that completely surrounds the front end of the imaging probe.
With this geometry, at least one of the two back-to-back
annihilation y rays resulting from a positron stopping in the
CaF,(Eu) will have a good chance of interacting with the
annulus no matter where the positron annihilation occurs
within the CaF2(Eu). In principal, for a very long annulus
surrounding the detector, this would imply 47c coverage (only
27c: coverage is required to detect at least one from the pair).
The event will be recorded as a true positron event only if there
is a coincidence between the two detectors. The U-C-L-A
letter transmission phantom was used to determine the
efficiency of this background rejection scheme. Another
process that could mimic this dual hit signature would be a
Compton scatter in the CaF2(Eu) followed by a
photoabsorption in the y ray detector. This secondary process
is unlikely since there are two y-ray interactions required (one
in a low density, low Z material), compared to only one for
the desired -y event (P+ will always interact in the CaFz(Eu)).
The "phoswich"approach ,uses a y ray efficient detector
(assume GSO, for example) that is both much faster than
CaF,(Eu), and is transparent to its blue scintillation light.
This scintillator is "sandwiched" between the CaF,(Eu) and the
fiber bundle. The GSO serves the dual purpose of the fast yray detector and the light diffuser required for the continuous
CaF2(Eu) scintillator imaging [4,5]. In the phoswich
configuration, the differences in both decay time and light
output between the CaF2(Eu) (slow decay -1 ps) and the GSO
(fast decay, 60 ns) allows one to use pulse shape
discrimination methods to identify the coincident events of
interest. The events are clearly distinguishable because the
decay times of the two scintillators differ by more than a factor
of 10. An annihilation y ray associated with the positron of
interest will very likely traverse the secondary detector and a
good event will have a signature of two added pulses: one slow
(CaF,(Eu)) and one fast (GSO). By triggering on the rise of
the fast decay portion of the signal, delaying by the decay time
of that pulse (typically <lo0 ns), and then integrating the slow
portion of the pulse, nearly 90% of the true positron signal
will be extracted. This is accomplished with the use of a fast
leading edge or constant fraction discriminator, set above the
CaF,(Eu) amplitudes, to trigger a linear gate for the amplified
positioning signals of the imaging probe. The linear gate is
normally closed and will open with a delayed signal from the y
ray detector trigger. The more efficient, faster and higher light
yield the second detector, the better this technique works.
As for any background rejection scheme, the P+-y
coincidence method results in an overall reduction in
sensitivity. The extent of reduction depends on the detection
efficiency of the y ray detector. In principal, if that detector
has a high stopping power for 5 11 keV y rays and subtends a
large solid angle in the "downward" direction (see Fig. 1) for
all positions within the CaFz(Eu), the coincident sensitivity of
the system will be acceptable.
For both P+-ycoincidence rejection schemes investigated,
the efficiency of the y ra rejection can be measured by
comparing the detected y l i ratio with and without the p+-y
coincidence. In addition, if we block the p's during coincidence
acquisition, the resulting events seen are due to the background
y-y process (for example, a Compton scatter in the CaF2(Eu)
followed by a photoabsorption in the adjacent y ray detector).

k

Annihilation

k
a

(A) "Gamma Annulus"
(B) "Phoswich"
Schematic of two on-line P+- coincidence
annihilation background rejection techniques [a) the "gamma
annulus" approach (b) The "phoswich" approach.

Figure 1.

The number of coincident events measured with the P absorber
in place compared to that without, when the two data sets are
acquired for the same amount of time (with decay correction),
determines how often two y ray interactions mimic a P+-y
event.

111. RESULTS

A. Detected Beta and Annihilation Gamma Ray
Activity Rates
Figure 2 shows y+P, y and p spectra measured for 5
different I8F phantom activity levels as it decays with time
with an attached 204Tlsource of electrons (the CaF$(Eu) was
not directly exposed to I8F positrons). We see that even for
this very thin CaF2(Eu) disk used (0.8 mm thick, 1.25
diameter) that the GRB detection rate is significant. For the
first three spectra shown, the y component dominates the
ys, the
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Figure 2. Some y+p, y and p activitiefo$easured for various 18F
phantom activity levels (with attached TI source). See Fig. 3.

Figure 3 displays the annihilation y ray (from 18F
phantom, simulating head activity) and electron (collimated
04Tl, simulating residual tumor activity) rates ratio measured
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in the CaF2(Eu) as a function of head phantom 18F activity.
As expected, the p rate is constant and the y rate varies linearly
with phantom activity. A y rate of 1.8 ctslseclyCi from the
phantom was measured. For this measurement, the activity
from the collimated 204Tl p source corresponded to
approximately 60 nCi which yielded a constant detected p
activity rate of roughly 4500 cts/sec/yCi from the 204Tl
source. However, for accurate positron imaging during surgery
what matters is the ratio of the y and p rates, not the absolute
rates. Depending on the tumor affinity of the tracer used, the
actual y l p detected rate ratio expected for a tumor will lie
somewhere on the line of Figure 3. For example, assume for
the moment the 800 g cylinder properly estimates the mass of
the brain and the 60 nCi p source roughly simulates a 10 mg
piece of residual tumor. A 1O:l tumor (p source) to head
(cylinder) uptake by volume (e.g. using FdUr) implies -480
pCi in the head (cylinder). From Figure 3, this implies an
expected activity ylp rate ratio of approximately 3:1,which
means some sort of GRB rejection scheme may be necessary.
To reiterate, the relative, rather than absolute, residual tumor
to headhumor activity levels is what matters. For lower
tumor to tissue uptake ratios the GRB problem will be worse.
We also measured the ratio of detected y to p rates as a
function of several values of 18F oint source (simulated
tumor) activity values. Again the q8F phantom simulated
activity from the brain. With the given detector geometry and
tumor model, the extent of GRB contamination can be
determined from these measurements, once the brain to tumor
activity is known. For example, a simulated headltumor
activity ratio of 4:l implies that the detected ylp ratio is
approximately 1 :1. The measured y rate was 2.0 cts/sec/pCi,
whish compares
well with that obtained with 204Tl.
-
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hantom (top) on the p
imq5ing probe irradiate!? with either 30&f(electrons, left image)
F ( ositrons, right ima e). Note loss of contrast in right
?)age. ! h e corresponding efectron or positron, y and combined
spectra are shown beneath each image.

Figure 4. -U-C-LlA CO 'per transmis io

Again, the extent of GRB contamination depends on the
tumor-seeking radio-pharmaceutical specificity. High
a
specificity minimizes GRB.
Figure 5 (left three figures) demonstrates the "gold
;3
standard" for y-ray background rejection which is achieved with
0
LL 2
the use of a positron "shield". The activity passing through
0
the copper UCLA positron transmission phantom was
9 '
consistent with a 3% tumorltissue uptake ratio. We used this
activity ratio because it was consistent with an analysis of
5 0
previous UCLA FdUr PET studies of tumor uptake in the
0
200
400
600
800
1000
brain. This ratio underestimates the true ylp activity ratio we
PHANTOM ACTIVITY bp Ci)
would measure with our device since tumor self-absorption of
Figure 3. Measured annihilation yand p (2 4Tl) rates raibo as a betas was not taken into account. The left image shows the
function of head phantom '*F activity. The collimated 4Tl p result for this realistic positron to y ray source ratio with no
source corresponded to approximately 60 nCi.
shield present (positrons + y rays). The second image shows
positron shielded result (only y-rays). The third image
B. EfSect of Annihilation Gamma Rays on Beta the
shows that obtained by subtracting the y-ray only component
Imaging
from the unshielded image (p only). Note the improvement in
contrast seen after subtraction. The various energy spectra
Figure 4 demonstrates the potential problem of (pp,
y and p) are shown underneath each image. Unfortunately,
annihilation GRB for p imaging with this camera. Images it may not be possible for a surgeon using this imaging device
were obtained using the U-C-L-A #1 copper transmission to either insert a p shield or hold the device long enough to
phantom (shown at to ) on the p imaging probe irradiated with make two images. An on-line background rejection scheme
lOOpCi of either &,Tl (electrons, left image) or 18F would be preferable.
(positrons, right). The 18Fimage shown was acquired with no
activity in the brain phantom so it represents the best case
scenario in terms of GRB. The potential need for annihilation C. On-Line Annihilation Background Rejection
background rejection is evident. The presence of positron Using P-y Coincidence
annihilation GRB generated within the cotton swab, and/or the
On the far right of Figure 5 we show an imaging result
CaF;?(Eu)is evident as a loss of contrast in the right compared obtained with the on-line p y coincidence background rejection
to the left (pure p) image. The energy spectra of the particle method. This is shown in the same figure as the "gold
components forming the images are shown below each image. standard", P-shield method for background removal (left 3
e

4
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figures) for easy comparison. The "on-line' background
rejection result was obtained from a prototype of the "gamma
annulus" P-y coincidence method depicted in Fig. la. A
partial BGO coincidence shield (not full annulus), covering
0 . 2 ~in the downward direction was constructed using 3, 30
mm x 20 mm x 5 mm thick rectangular pieces of BGO,
covered in 5 layers of white teflon tape. 2 mm of plastic was
used shield the BGO from direct positron irradiation. The
partial BGO coincidence "shield" was read out with a separate
PMT. This shield was configured around the camera front end,
similar to that shown in Fig. la. Although non-ideal, this
BGO shield was used to demonstrate the high GRB rejection
efficiency obtained by requiring a p-y coincidence. The p
camera and the BGO shield (one end readout by a PMT) were
put in coincidence. We will see that with this inefficient,
0.27~prototype coincidence shield, requiring a p-y coincidence
for every event significantly dropped the sensitivity.
The energy spectrum measured in the CaFz(Eu) is shown
below the image on the far right of Figure 5. We see from
both the images and spectra of Figure 5 that the P-y
coincidence method appears to be at least as efficient (and
perhaps better) in restoring the image contrast as the beta
shield method. Restoring the image contrast is equivalent to
removing the y ray component and leaving the positron
component; compare with the 204Tl image in Figure 4 with
no background present. The measured relative p, y, and y + p
ray detection rates ratio from the first three images were
1:1.6:2.6, respectively. The y ray rejection efficiency of this
p-y coincidence technique was measured to be 98.5% (see end
of section I1 for definition of rejection efficiency). The y-y
contribution was e 2% of the p-y coincidences. The detected
P-y coincidence activity rate was a factor of 15 lower than the
combined p and yrates when not in coincidence. This lower
rate is consistent with (1) the fact that the partial BGO shield
subtended only 0 . 2 at
~ the center of the CaF2(Eu) disk, and (2)
if a y ray traversed the BGO shield, the overall probability of
interacting was estimated to be in a range between
approximately 0.4 and 0.97 for the given geometry..
In Figure 6 we show typical detected digital oscilloscope
PMT signals from the CaFz(Eu)-GSO phoswich detector
configuration with 18F as the source of both positrons and
annihilation y rays. The GSO (- 60 ns decay time) pulse
from the PMT has a sharp rise and fall and the CaF2(Eu)
(-1ps decay time) signal has a long tail. In Fig. 6a, we see
the slow CaF2(Eu) decay from a positron hit. Fig. 6b shows
only the fast GSO signal from an annihilation y ray
interaction. We chose the criterion that a hit in both the
CaF2(Eu) (slow decay component) and the GSO (fast decay
component), with a maximum amplitude greater than 30 mV
signified the desired p+-y coincidence event. In Fig. 6c, we
show such an event. By triggering on a high leading edge
pulse, delaying for 200 ns and setting the linear gate on the
slow component, the desired p+-y coincidence events can be
identified and used for imaging. The linear gate was set as
indicated in Fig. 6c, with roughly 90% the spectrum in Figure
6a passing the gate. This portion of the pulse went into a
shaping amplifier and was digitized. The time integrated light
yield of CaF2(Eu) is a factor of 2.5 greater than for GSO.
Figure 7 shows measured energy spectra of 18F in the
CaF2(Eu)-GSO phoswich detector. The delayed linear gate
technique successfully discriminates between pure GSO events,
pure CaF2(Eu) events and superimposed events from both
scintillators. In (a) both p shielded and unshielded (P+n
spectra are shown without any pulse shape discrimination.
Note that the pulse height of CaF2(Eu) is approximately a
factor of 2.5 greater than for GSO. In (b) only the slow
component (CaF2(Eu)) of the phoswich signals is integrated

and digitized using the delayed linear gate technique. This
results in a large reduction of the fast GSO component (y ray)
and enhancement of the CaFz(Eu) (positron) portion. Here the
gate width was set at 1.5ys (200 ns delay). We required that
the desired superimposed CaF2(Eu)-GS0 scintillation signals
to have a fast and relatively high amplitude leading edge. As
expected, the y@+ events ratio in CaF2(Eu) decreases with
increasing leading edge discriminator threshold. For a 50 keV
threshold, the dual event (coincidence) phoswich GRB rejection
efficiency was measured to be 98.6%. Without coincidence,
the detected ylp rate ratio was 4.8:l. With the coincidence
acquisition, the y-y contribution was -6% of the p-y events.
In Figure 7c the delay was set to zero, the gate width set to
300 ns, and only the GSO (y hit) component was integrated
and digitized. Note the near absence of the CaF2(Eu)
component.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have characterized the annihilation gamma ray
background problem for our surgical p ray camera. The extent
of the problem depends on how specific the tumor uptake of
the chosen radiopharmaceutical. This tumor to normal tissue
uptake ratio determines the relative detected rates of p and
gamma rays. For a realistic source activity ratio in a
simulated tumor and brain phantom, we observed that the
annihilation gamma ray background potentially can be a
problem for imaging, even in the very thin scintillator used.
Fairly complicated images acquired with an P transmission
phantom showed a significantly reduced contrast when imaging
positrons vs. electrons due to the background annihilation
gamma rays randomly interacting within the detector. Two
beta-gamma coincidence rejection methods were investigated,
both of which were > 95% efficient for gamma ray rejection
and which restored image contrast significantly. As with any
background removal process, the sensitivity diminished using
coincidence acquisition. This reduction is minimized with the
use of a highly efficient (geometric and intrinsic) gamma ray
absorber. Although the technique was demonstrated with
positrons and annihilation GRB, in principle, it may be
applied to imaging any radiopharmaceutical beta source that
has an associated background ray present. However, because of
the collinearity of annihilation gamma rays, the coincidence
sensitivity will be the highest for positron imaging.
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